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Over the last two weeks, we’ve witnessed markets display increasing uncertainty as several news and factors came to the fore. On Number 9th, the

world was made aware of Pfizer and BioNTech‘s vaccine candidate which, at the time, boasted an efficacy rate of more than 90% based on the first

interim efficacy analysis (the efficacy was subsequently increased to 95%). The vaccine came with the caveat of a very low-temperature
requirement (around -75° Celsius) which created questions about its ease of distribution. Nonetheless, markets welcomed the positive news and, in

response, for the first time since March, the 10-year treasury yield curve rose above the 0.90% mark. We also saw increased optimism as capital

began to flow into value, small-cap, and cyclical stocks – all of which would be the primary beneficiaries of a more potent recovery.

Within that same week, however, new COVID-19 cases began rising exponentially across Europe and the US, resulting in stay-at-home orders and

other measures being taken to control the second wave. This, of course, reminded investors that the pandemic was still “in-session” and the vaccine
would (i) require months to be ready for large-scale distribution and (ii) enough persons would first need to be vaccinated to indeed quell the spread

of the virus. Given this realization, capital flow again displayed a preference for “stay at home stocks” and sparked a rotation into companies that
would benefit from more pandemic mitigating decisions.

Exactly one week after the Pfizer efficacy announcement, on November 16th, we received more positive news – Moderna, reported its vaccine
candidate with an efficacy rate of 94.5% which, unlike the Pfizer drug, could be stored at normal refrigerator temperatures. Fast forward to the end

of the week, however, and the S&P 500 declined week-over-week by -0.77%, the DJIA fell –0.73% while the Nasdaq rose 0.22%. Among these three

most-watched US Market Indices, the Nasdaq has the highest technology company weighting, which indicates that over the last week, the market
has fled back to safety (stay at home stocks) despite the Moderna news. This comes on the heels of school closures in the US, the lockdown of

some states as COVID-19 cases worsen far beyond the first significant spike during July and August, implementation of curfew orders, amongst

other mitigating steps.

In addition to the growing cases, the US Treasury Secretary, Steven Mnuchin, reported on Thursday, that the treasury would not allow the Federal
Reserve to continue five of its corporate credit facilities once they expire in December. To date, these facilities have helped to create stability for

markets since the Fed acts as a backstop and consistent support for the bond market by lending to corporations and buying corporate bonds in the

secondary market. This kept prices elevated and rates subdued, which enabled many companies that needed it, to access capital cheaply and
maintain liquidity. The importance of this cannot be overstated since it has been a key pillar that has supported the going concern of many

companies whose balance sheets lacked the working capital to maintain operations in the face of decreased business activity.

In light of this change, the Federal reserve correctly stated the following, “The Federal Reserve would prefer that the full suite of emergency

facilities established during the coronavirus pandemic continue to serve their important role as a backstop for our still-strained and vulnerable

economy.” With the help of the Fed, markets have significantly reversed course from the extreme panic seen in March. As such, investor confidence
has grown, and the demand for bonds has kept prices up. We can make a note of the high yield bond spread over the 10-year treasury which has

narrowed from as much as 11% in March to just over 4% as of last week. Nonetheless, there is a precedence of what happens when accommodative
economic support is stopped prematurely. If we go back to 2011 (two years after the Global Financial Crisis), the ECB tightened policy prematurely

which resulted in their double-dip recession and taught the importance of maintaining an accommodative policy stance long enough for economic

growth and recovery to be robust. At present, as the Fed alluded to, the economic backdrop remains far too fragile to remove these credit facilities.

Given these factors, portfolio positioning over the near to medium term should be weighted to benefit from near term capital rotation and medium-

term eventualities (a vaccinated future). In the short-term, capital will favour assets that benefit from lockdowns so tech companies will continue to
benefit, especially as we approach the peak winter season. That said a larger weighting to tech leading into the end of the year provides some

exposure to companies that will continue to benefit from elevated new cases and a stay-at-home economy. As we enter the end of the year, the

Fed’s inability to continue bond-buying may remove some confidence from the bond market, which typically leads capital into treasuries so front-
running this migration has merits.

Finally, this leads us back to the beginning – the value, small-cap and cyclical stocks have, in aggregate, been the most beaten down by the surge

in COVID cases. Consequently, many remain relatively cheap and will benefit significantly from the recovery once it becomes less murky.

Therefore, taking a long position within the materials, industrials, financials, energy sectors, etc. allows one to benefit once the recovery really sets
in.
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For the week ended Friday, our local stock market
closed higher week-over-week. The Main Market
Index increased by 2.81%, the JSE All Jamaican
Composite Index increased by 2.78%, the JSE Junior
Market Index increased by 0.20%, the JSE Combined
Index increased by 2.63%, and the JSE USD Equities
Index decreased by 0.53%.

Cargo Handlers Limited was the largest gainer,
rising by 19.69% to close at J$7.60. The biggest
loser was 138 Student Living Jamaica Limited falling
by 23.70% to close at J$3.51.

Year to date, all the major equity indexes are still
down by high double digits (see, the table below);
and three months since March, has been relatively
flat.

Overall Market activity resulted from trading in 99
stocks of which 45 advanced, 40 declined and 14
traded firm.

Market volume amounted to 111,608,323 units valued
at over $2,813,969,280.40. QWI Investments Limited
was the volume leader with 16,684,504 units
(14.95%) followed by Sagicor Select Funds Limited
Manufacturing & Distribution with 15,387,036 units
(13.79%) and NCB Financial Group Limited with
14,557,716 units (13.04%) .

Bank of Jamaica, BOJ, is projecting growth of three 
per cent for Jamaica by March 2022 but notes the 
rebound could be nearly three times that estimate.
http://jamaica-
gleaner.com/article/business/20201120/boj-projects-3-
growth-post-covid-rebound

Indies Pharma, Jamaica's sole listed
pharmaceutical company has taken a heavy hit
on its operations by the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic.
http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/sunday-
finance/indies-pharma-taking-stock-of-heavy-
covid-19-hit-breakdown-of-supply-chain-system-
headlines-negative-impact_208141?profile=1056

There has been a slowdown in the growth of
loans to the private sector based on the latest
assessment by the Bank of Jamaica (BOJ), which
regulates the local financial sector.

In its latest assessment, the BOJ reports that
loans and advances to the sector have
moderated during the September quarter
relative to the previous quarter in June. Loans
and advances, including domestic and foreign
currency denominated loans, to the non-
financial private sector by deposit-taking
institutions expanded by 12.2 per cent at
September 2020.

http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/sunday-
finance/growth-in-private-sector-loans-
moderated-in-september-
quarter_208220?profile=1056

The insurance industry, though initially
challenged, has not, up to now, fared as badly
from the economic downturn caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic as the sector and regulatory
authorities had been bracing for. That’s the
assessment from the new president of the
Insurance Association of Jamaica, IAJ, Oliver
Tomlinson.
http://jamaica-
gleaner.com/article/business/20201120/insuranc
e-stress-test-sector-beats-covid-awaits-new-law-
solvency
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Index 20/11/2020 13/11/2020 31/12/2019 Week/Week Year-to-Date

JSE Main Market 388,463.43 377,828.83 509,916.44 2.81% -23.82%

JSE Junior Market 2,537.29 2,532.35 3,348.97 0.20% -24.24%

JSE Combined Market 384,719.97 374,875.40 505,253.98 2.63% -23.86%

JSE USD Equities Market 192.70 193.73 226.23 -0.53% -14.82%

http://jamaica-gleaner.com/article/business/20201120/boj-projects-3-growth-post-covid-rebound
http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/sunday-finance/indies-pharma-taking-stock-of-heavy-covid-19-hit-breakdown-of-supply-chain-system-headlines-negative-impact_208141?profile=1056
http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/sunday-finance/growth-in-private-sector-loans-moderated-in-september-quarter_208220?profile=1056
http://jamaica-gleaner.com/article/business/20201120/insurance-stress-test-sector-beats-covid-awaits-new-law-solvency


The major indexes ended mixed, as good news on the
coronavirus vaccine front continued to be offset by
worries about the worsening of the pandemic in most
parts of the country. The Dow Jones Industrial
Average, the S&P MidCap 400 Index, and the small-
cap Russell 2000 Index all reached new intraday
highs in the first part of the week before surrendering
some of their gains. Energy shares outperformed as
oil prices rose on hopes for an end to the pandemic in
2021, as well as signals that OPEC and other major oil
exporters would delay a global production increase
planned for January. Health care and utilities shares
lagged.
https://www.troweprice.com/personal-
investing/resources/insights/global-markets-weekly-
update.html#US

Risks for investors as well as developed economies
are piling up with debt escalating during the
coronavirus pandemic, a director at the Institute for
International Finance (IIF) said on Friday.

The coronavirus crisis pushed global debt levels to a
new high of over $272 trillion in the third quarter, the
institute had said a day earlier. It said global debt
would break new records in the coming months to
reach $277 trillion by the end of the year.

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/20/pandemic-fueled-
debt-and-negative-yields-create-risks-for-
investors.html

easury Secretary Steve Mnuchin’s decision to allow
several of the Fed’s emergency lending programs
to expire on Dec. 31 will dramatically reduce the
central bank’s ability to backstop the financial
system.

But people familiar with the situation say the Fed
will still have considerable lending power in the
event of a shock to the system.

Mnuchin announced Thursday he will not extend
the Fed’s programs that used Congress’ CARES Act
funds. Created in response to the financial panic
that accompanied the lockdowns in the spring,
those programs gave the Fed the ability to lend up
to $4.5 trillion into various financial markets.
Mnuchin argued it was the intent of Congress for
the funds to expire.

Returning the unused $429 billion from the Fed to
the general fund creates an already-funded pot of
money that Congress could decide to use to bolster
extended unemployment benefits or to provide
additional loans or grants to small businesses.
There’s an addition $135 billion of unused money
already funded from the Paycheck Protection
Program. A new relief package could include new
money appropriated by Congress as well, but a big
portion of it is already funded.

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/20/mnuchin-
decision-cuts-fed-lending-power-but-sources-say-
emergency-programs-can-be-revived.html
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Index 20/11/2020 13/11/2020 31/12/2019 Week/Week Year-to-Date

Dow Jones 29,263.48  29,479.81 28,462.14 -0.73% 2.54%

S&P 500 3,557.54  3,585.15 3,234.85 -0.77% 10.11%

NASDAQ 100 11,906.44  11,937.84 8,733.07 -0.26% 36.34%

FTSE 100 6,351.45 6,316.39 7,542.44 0.56% -15.79%

Euro Stoxx 50 3,467.60 3,432.07 3,748.47 1.04% -7.41%

https://www.troweprice.com/personal-investing/resources/insights/global-markets-weekly-update.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/20/pandemic-fueled-debt-and-negative-yields-create-risks-for-investors.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/20/mnuchin-decision-cuts-fed-lending-power-but-sources-say-emergency-programs-can-be-revived.html
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• The Jamaican Dollar appreciated against
most major currencies last week. Our local
currency appreciated by 0.35% against the
U.S. Dollar week on week to settle at $148.70
as at close of trade Friday, relative to
$147.94.00 per US$1.00 at the end of the
prior. Year to date depreciation has been
11.59%.

• To aid in the liquidity in the domestic market
since the onset of the pandemic, the Bank of
Jamaica (BOJ) reduced the Jamaica dollar
and foreign currency cash reserve
requirement cash reserve requirements of
Deposit-Taking Institutions, instituted bond
buying programmge for GOJ and BOJ
securities and instituted special repurchase
facility for credit unions.

• It is estimated that collectively the BOJ has
injected over J$57 billion into the market to
allow for adequate functioning of the foreign
exchange market. They BOJ also
commissioned an Foreign Exchange Swap
Arrangement which has been heavily used by
authorized dealers (ADs) as a means of
obtaining much coveted US dollar.

Currency 
Pair

20/11/20
20

13/11/20
20

31/12/20
19

Week/W
eek

Year-to-
Date

JMD: USD 148.70 147.94 132.57 0.51% -12.17%

JMD:CAD 113.18 112.83 100.70 0.31% -12.40%

JMD:GBP 195.25 195.61 170.64 -0.18% -14.42%

USD Foreign Exchange Market 
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Unit Trust Performance

• Barita's Collective Investment Schemes
("CIS") offer the opportunity for investors to
remain invested in the market at this
delicate stage of the market cycle;
moreover, there is a diversification benefit
and opportunity to have a professional
portfolio manager make the best-in-class
professional judgements on your behalf.

• The F.X. Growth Fund, which is benchmarked
against the S&P 500, has been in-line with
it’s benchmark with a 5.44% year to date
performance relative to S&P 500’s
performance of 10.11% . This fund helps
investors to gain exposure to the U.S.
equities market, without taking on the risk of
directly investing in a single company.

• The Money Market Fund decreased 0.01%
week-on-week, the FX Bond Portfol io had
increased by 0.51%, the F.X. Growth
Portfol io decreased by 0.57% in value, and
the Real Estate Portfol io decreased by
3.89% in value. The Capital Growth Fund
increased by 1.00% week over week.

• The Capital Growth Fund suffered the
same fate as our local equity market but
remains above the year to date
performance of the combined index. This
is as attract ive as securit ies were also
oversold during the March sell -off and
represented an attract ive entry point to be
capital ized on. The FX Bond Portfol io
remains an attract ive f ixed-income
portfol io, especial ly taking into
considerat ion the large retreat from
emerging market (E.M.) securit ies. With
investors seeking "safe haven" in a more
developed market (D.M.) securit ies and
essent ial ly sell ing down their posit ions in
E.M. securit ies, opportunit ies were
exposed for our fund managers to
capital ize on.

“The fool 
wonders, the 

wise man asks”–
Benjamin Disraeli 



• Given these factors, portfol io posit ioning
over the near to medium term should be
weighted to benefi t from near term capital
rotation and medium-term eventual i t ies (a
vaccinated future). In the short term,
capital wi l l favour assets that benefi t from
lockdowns so tech companies wil l continue
to benefi t , especial ly as we approach the
peak winter season. That said a larger
weighting to tech leading into the end of
the year provides some exposure to
companies that wi l l continue to benefi t
from elevated new cases and a stay at
home economy. As we enter the end of the
year, the Fed’s inabi l i ty to continue bond-
buying may remove some confidence from
the bond market, which typical ly leads
capital into treasuries so front-running this
migration has merits.

• Final ly, this leads us back to the beginning
– the value, small-cap and cycl ical stocks
have, in aggregate, been the most beaten
down by the surge in COVID cases.
Consequently, many remain relatively
cheap and wil l benefi t signif icantly from
the recovery once it becomes less murky.
Therefore, taking a long posit ion within the
materials, industr ials, f inancials, energy
sectors, etc. al lows one to benefi t once the
recovery real ly sets in.

• Risks for investors as well as developed
economies are pi l ing up with debt
escalating during the coronavirus
pandemic, a director at the Insti tute for
International Finance (IIF) said on Friday.

• The coronavirus cr isis pushed global debt
levels to a new high of over $272 tr i l l ion in
the third quarter, the insti tute had said a
day earl ier. It said global debt would break
new records in the coming months to reach
$277 tr i l l ion by the end of the year.
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Unit Trust Fund 18/11/2020 11/11/2020
Week/Week 

Return

Year-to-
Date 

Return 1 Year 
Return

Yield

Capital Growth 
81.6975 80.8862 1.00% -15.59% -9.47% -

Money Market
14.8194 14.8217 -0.01% 3.16% 3.05% 1.99%

Income Portfolio
100.00 100.00 - - - 1.78%

FX Bond Portfolio (US$)
1.3165 1.3145 0.15% -1.91% -1.14% 1.89%

Real Estate Portfolio
5,106.66 5,313.12 -3.89% 0.70% 12.36% -

FX Growth Portfolio
0.9444 0.9498 -0.57% 5.44% 8.23% -
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Stock Ticket
Stock Information

(As at November 20, 2020)
Analyst Outlook

WISYNCO
Wisynco Group Ltd 

P/E: 24.53X OVERWEIGHT

The local fiscal support to both households and businesses was
instrumental in maintaining individuals' consumption capacity,
particularly those furloughed and made redundant, which
supported the demand for consumer staples distributed by
manufacturers and distributors Wisynco. We expect that with
continued fiscal support through either direct household support or
government spend on projects to stimulate employment, Wisynco's
business will thrive in this environment.

P/B: 4.18X

Price: J$15.45

Div Yield: 0.58%

LASM
Lasco Manufacturing

P/E: 13.73X OVERWEIGHT

The local fiscal support to both households and businesses was
instrumental in maintaining individuals' consumption capacity,
particularly those furloughed and made redundant, which
supported the demand for consumer staples distributed by
manufacturers and distributors LASM. We expect that with
continued fiscal support through either direct household support or
government spend on projects to stimulate employment, LASM's
business will thrive in this environment. Given that more restrictive
curtailment measures do not seem likely, LASM is likely to perform
better than in the April - June quarter. The national curfew
measures were particularly restrictive and, therefore, negatively
impacted LASM's revenue growth.

P/B: 2.18X

Price: J$3.80

Div Yield: 0.0%

LASD
Lasco Distributors

P/E: 12.98X OVERWEIGHT

The local fiscal support to both households and businesses was
instrumental in maintaining individuals' consumption capacity,
particularly those who were furloughed and made redundant,
which supported the demand for consumer staples distributed by
manufacturers and distributors as LASD. We expect that with
continued fiscal support through either direct household support or
government spend on projects to stimulate employment, LASD's
business will thrive in this environment.

P/B: 1.78X

Price: J$3.15

Div Yield: 0.0%

Equities

UNDERWEIGHT
Reduce exposure in your portfolio to less than

5% for this particular asset

SELL
Reduce exposure in your portfolio to zero

OVERWEIGHT/BUY
Exposure to this asset should be between 5% and

10% of your total portfolio

MARKETWEIGHT/HOLD
Exposure to the asset should be equal to 5% of your
total portfolio

Ratings Definitions
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Stock Ticker
Stock Information

(As at November 20, 2020)
Analyst Outlook

KWL
Kingston Wharves Ltd

P/E: 29.49X MARKETWEIGHT

KWL had already made significant investments to capture more
wallet share in international trade: KWL invested in a Global Auto
Logistics Centre, which houses both new and used vehicles for
domestic and international transporters. KWL also invested heavily
in the Total Logistics Facility, which comprises international
standard equipment to manage cargos' haulage. KWL also
developed technological resources to improve the clearance and
registering speed of cargos, allowing for comprehensive and
adequate cargos management.

P/B: 2.51X

Price: J$48.84

Div Yield: 0.63%

JBG
Jamaica Broilers Group

P/E: 18.97X OVERWEIGHT

JBG’s main strategy moving forward is to continue to grow and
diversify its food businesses abroad by gaining market share. The
company sees opportunities in the USA (Wincorp International in
Florida and International Poultry Breeders in Georgia and
Arkansas) and continues to see opportunities to expand
investments in the country. JBG continues to maintain a unique and
strong position in the Jamaican market (Best Dressed, Hi-Pro and
Reggae Jamin’) and Haiti (Le Chic Poulet). The company has a fair
presence in the Haitian market, and it is expanding within the
United States especially under “The Best Dressed Chicken” brand
which provides significant opportunities for growth as well
supporting its operations in the Caribbean.

P/B: 1.95X

Price: J$26.89

Div Yield: 0.67%

CCC
Caribbean Cement 

Company 

P/E: 18.97X OVERWEIGHT

Their ability to generate revenues during this period will be based
on CCCs ability to generate business outside of Jamaica (which
accounts for the majority of revenue). The increased synergy
between CCC and their ultimate parent company CEMEX S.A.B de
C.V (Cemex), giving them access to a wider market, will become
fruitful in the current downpour being experienced globally,
especially in the context of the domestic economic fallout of
COVID-19. This bodes well for the future growth prospects of CCC
over the short and medium-term. The recent restructuring of the
company to acquire additional assets from its parent company
through debt while also repurchasing redeemable preference
shares will be a drag on earnings with if revenue generation is
impacted.

P/B: 4.68X

Price: J$58.21

Div Yield: 0.0%

Equities

UNDERWEIGHT
Reduce exposure in your portfolio to less than

5% for this particular asset

SELL
Reduce exposure in your portfolio to zero

OVERWEIGHT/BUY
Exposure to this asset should be between 5% and

10% of your total portfolio

MARKETWEIGHT/HOLD
Exposure to the asset should be equal to 5% of your
total portfolio

Ratings Definitions
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Stock Ticker
Stock Information

(As at November 20, 2020)
Analyst Outlook

SEP
Seprod Limited

P/E: 12.02X OVERWEIGHT

Seprod has undergone significant structural changes within the last
5-years aimed at improving the underlying performance of the
company. Within this period, particular emphasis has been placed
on optimizing the distribution, warehousing and logistics
capabilities of the company. This gradual, multi-year, improvement
was accomplished through reinvestment within the organization
coupled with strategic acquisitions aimed at increasing the
distribution reach and quality of the company. Another major
change was the closure of the Group's loss-making sugar division;
a move that enhanced shareholder value. These changes have
positioned Seprod to deliver robust growth through an expansive
product mix and access to consumer markets both locally and
regionally.

P/B: 2.77X

Price: J$65.52

Div Yield: 0.80%

Equities

UNDERWEIGHT
Reduce exposure in your portfolio to less than

5% for this particular asset

SELL
Reduce exposure in your portfolio to zero

OVERWEIGHT/BUY
Exposure to this asset should be between 5% and

10% of your total portfolio

MARKETWEIGHT/HOLD
Exposure to the asset should be equal to 5% of your
total portfolio

Ratings Definitions


